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About This Game

Hop into a challenging platforming adventure with the little treasure hunter Timmy! Run and jump your way through rooms full
of spikes, pits, and other deadly dangers. Do y 5d3b920ae0
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Really excellently made, simple, and efficiently designed game at a fair and accountable difficulty level. Very good for its price,
breaks little new ground.. Does what it says on the box. Fun little pick-up-n-play retro platformer.. What a treat! I love the bite-
sized challenges and superb level design. It's amazing how much variety you can pack into such a simple premise.. Great game!.
very great game! , nice and simple. Super Dangerous Dungeons is a very enjoyable game with tight controls, nice levels, nice
sprite work, and a soundtrack that sounds dead-on like an old game called Ardy Lightfoot by ASCII and Titus France.
Definitely hit the nostalgia button for me, and I also really enjoy that it has achievements for both regular gameplay and the
Time Trial mode, which adds a lot in terms of replayability. I'd still recommend catching it on sale if possible as it's kind of on
the short side, but I will probably be picking up other games by Adventure Islands in the future, because this title feels pretty
solid and my guess is that their other games in the future will be too, even if they sort of follow the same formula.. Fun and
simple this is a great entry for the retro platformer style lovers, that doesn't demands a lot of challenge, but still is a really good
game. Great fun little Inide retro platformer Gem - which is one of my favourite genres. I am only just over one hour into the
game but so far am really enjoying the quality of the art and the fun gameplay mechanic. Player movement feels solid and the
level design is well thoughtout and follows a conistent theme. I am glad I disovered this game. I have numerous indie retro
platform games in my collection, and I rarely commit to fully finishing the games, but this is on my list to do so. Congraulations
to the developers. I look forward to their future releases.. Fun and simple this is a great entry for the retro platformer style
lovers, that doesn't demands a lot of challenge, but still is a really good game. Great fun little Inide retro platformer Gem -
which is one of my favourite genres. I am only just over one hour into the game but so far am really enjoying the quality of the
art and the fun gameplay mechanic. Player movement feels solid and the level design is well thoughtout and follows a conistent
theme. I am glad I disovered this game. I have numerous indie retro platform games in my collection, and I rarely commit to
fully finishing the games, but this is on my list to do so. Congraulations to the developers. I look forward to their future releases.
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